
Blaze Fashion launches in Joburg.

Johannesburg, 30 September 2021, Kinisi Collective. Blaze Fashion, a clothing brand that is opening the doors 
to impactful Activism Apparel and Costume Couture in South Africa has just launched it’s first ever campaign, 
immediately surpassing 4k followers on instagram as they introduce the Blaze Fashion brand with a bit of flair.

After being asked “why Blaze?”, Trey Curich, the lead fashion designer, co-CEO of Blaze Fashion and #prettysky-
highguy on instagram had this to say. “Blaze is hot, it’s spicy and it’s got attitude, it is a socially conscious brand 
and an absolute trailblazer to boot, we’ve got a lot to say and we can not wait to get our message out there”

The blindingly glitzy Blaze Hoodies, Blaze Shorts and the Alice Corset Dress original design launched today will 
be available on the official website where the official Blaze Caps and Blaze T-shirts have also just been released. 
The collection, according to the company, speaks to different people whose lives are defined by their own double 
entendres and secret identities. The collection is also a precursor to the Blaze Fashion Swimwear range planned 
to launch this summer.

At the core of the company, it is all about the brand, the movement and the conversations around some of the 
most socially hush hush topics. “#FuckLabels”, that is the message the brand is sending to their audience. The 
world could really do without them.

Blaze Fashion, www.blaze.fashion and #blazethesocialbrand, is a South African company created by fashion 
activists Trey Curich and Rob Schwegmann(co-CEO and #rob_s_89 on instagram), both of whom are extreme-
ly passionate about their brand and also feature as models on the campaign images and video. They have also 
partnered up with instagram ambassadors Michael Press, The Something Guy and Justine De Queer to reach their 
audience and create some buzz around their Swimwear summer launch which already has a few head turning 
designs prepped and ready. 

“Blaze is not different, you are”. Trey Curich.
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